
Instructions on how to clean your Fog Machine 

 

 

 



This guide will help you clean your Fog Machine so that it can continue to work like the day 

you bought it. Please be advised to never clean your machine in any sort of confined area. It 

is best to do so outside while standing in an area that you will not breathe the vapors.  

Let us get started. Please also have a bottle of Distilled water. 

 First thing is to make sure you are outside with your machine being plugged in and 

warmed up. 

 Next take the cap off your cleaner machine fluid and stick the tube that runs into your 

fog machine tank into the cleaner machine fluid bottle. ‘ If your machine has an 

internal tube that cannot be taken out of the tank then first empty out any fog juice 

inside the tank and replace it with the cleaner machine fluid’ 

 Now that everything is ready to go, run your fog machine for about 10 minutes so that 

the cleaner machine can began the cleaning process. 

 After 10 minutes take a cup or container of Distilled Water and run it through your 

machine for about 5 minutes. ’For internal tanks replace the cleaner machine fluid in 

the tank with distilled water.’ 

 This process will make sure any particles that broke loose within your machine as well 

as any cleaner machine fluid left will be cleared out. 

 Next place the tube back into your machine and run Fog Juice back through your 

machine. Never let the cleaner machine fluid sit in your tank for long periods of time 

 There you have it. A clean fog machine. 

 Important Note: One of the best ways to keep your machine clean is to use it. We 

recommend taking your fog machine out every 2-3 months and running it for about 5-

10 minutes so that it doesn’t freeze up the pump or build up occurs. This is for those 

Halloween people who use it only once a year.  

Warning: Do not ever drink cleaner Machine fluid or use it in a way that was not 

recommended by the Manufacture or seller of it. This can cause great harm if done so. 

Always clean up if spilled or do not use of seal is broken. Call poison control is consumed. 

MSDS report is available upon request.  


